CALIFORNIA PLAYERS OF THE YEAR

Aaron Ledesma  1990
Mark Palfalvi   1991
Brady Raggio   1992*
John Tole      1992
Steve Goodell  1994
Geoff Byrns    2006
Rylan Sandoval 2007
*denotes Pitcher of the Year

CONFERENCE PLAYERS of the YEAR

Aaron Ledesma  1990  Nate Schierholtz  2003
Mark Palfalvi   1991  Derrick Landavazo  2003*
Brady Raggio   1992*  Andrew Alvarado   2004*
John Tole      1992  Paul Keck         2004
Steve Goodell  1993  D. J. Hollingsworth 2005
Steve Goddell  1994  Ryan Fleckenstein  2005**
Brandon Kolb   1994*  Geoff Byrns        2006
Paul Sanchez   1996** Rylan Sandoval    2007
Joe Lotz       1997** Eric Basurto      2007**
Derrick Vargas 1997*  Ryan Fleckenstein 2008*
James Molinari 1998  Mike Costello     2009
Will Tavis     1998*
David Aguilar, Jr.  1998**

* denotes Pitcher of the Year
** denotes Closer of the Year